In this paper, we interpret a fuzzy differential equation (FDE) by using the strongly generalized differentiability concept. Then we show that by this concept any FDE can be transformed to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Next by solving the associate ODEs we will find two solutions for FDE. Here we express the generalized Runge-Kutta approximation method of order two and analyze its error. Finally one example in the nuclear decay equation show the rich behavior of the method.
Introduction
Knowledge about the behavior of differential equation is often incomplete or vague. For example, values of parameter, functional relationship or initial conditions, may not be known precisely.The concept of fuzzy derivative was first introduced by Chang and Zadeh in [9] . It was followed up by Dubois and Prade in [11] , who defined and used the extension principle. Other methods have been discussed by Puri and Ralescu in [19] and Goetshel and Voxman in [12] .
The initial value problem for fuzzy differential equation (FIVP)has been studied by Kaleva in [14, 15] and by Seikkala in [20] .
There are different approaches to the study of fuzzy differential equations. First approach uses H-derivative or its generalization, the Hukuhara derivative. This approach has the disadvantage that it leads to solutions with increasing support, fact which is solved by interpreting a FDE as a system of differential inclusions (see e.g. [13, 10] ). The strongly generalized differentiability was introduced in [5] and studied in [6, 8] . This concept allows us to resolve the above mentioned shortcoming.Indeed, the strongly generalized derivative is defined for a larger class of fuzzy number valued function than the H-derivative. So, we use this differentiability concept in the present paper. Under appropriate conditions, the fuzzy initial value problem considered under this interpretation has locally two solutions [6] . The topics of numerical methods for solving FDE have been rapidly growing in recent years. Hu llermeier in [13] obtained numerical solution of an FDE, by extending the existing classical methods to the fuzzy case. Some numerical methods for FDE under Hukuhara differentiability concept such as the fuzzy Euler method, predictor-corrector method, Taylor method and Nystro m method are presented in [1] [2] [3] 16] . The local existence of two solutions of an FDE under generalized differentiability implies that we present new numerical methods. In [4] , Bede proved a characterization theorem which states that under certain conditions a FDE under Hukuhara differentiability is equivalent to a system of ODEs. Bede also remarked that this theorem can help to solve FDEs numerically by converting them to a system of ODEs, which can then be solved by any numerical method suitable for ODEs. In [18] , the authors extended Bede's characterization theorem to generalized derivatives and then used that result to solve FDE numerically by Euler method for ODEs under strongly generalized differentiability. In this paper, after preliminary section, we study FDE under this concept of differentiability and present the generalized characterization theorem. In section 4, we extend Runge-Kutta method expressed on [7] for solving ODEs under strongly generalized differentiability and then use for solving FDE numerically.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some definitions and introduce the necessary notation which will be used throughout the paper. (i) ∀ ∈ ℝ , is normal, i.e. ∃ 0 ∈ ℝ with 0 = 1; (ii) ∀ ∈ ℝ , is convex fuzzy set(i.e. + 1 − ≥ min , , ∀ ∈ 0,1 , , ∈ ℝ); (iii) ∀ ∈ ℝ , is upper semicontinuous on ℝ; (iv) { ∈ ℝ; > 0} is compact, where ( ) denotes the closure of subset A. Proof. See [8] .
Generalized characterization theorem
Let us consider the FDE with initial value condition: Proof. See [8] . By using theorem 2.4 we can state useful approach for solving FIVP: Let us suppose α-cut of functions , 0 , ( , ) are the following form: 
Case (II): if ( ) is (2)-differentiable then solvingFIVP (1) translates into the following algorithm:
step (i) solving the following system of ODEs: Then for(1)-differentiability, the FIVP (1) and the system of ODEs(2) are equivalent and in (2)-differentiability, the FIVP (1) and the system of ODEs (3) are equivalent.
Proof. In the paper [4] , the authors proved for (1)-differentiability. The result for (2)-differentiability is obtained analogously by using theorem 2.4.
Runge-Kutta method for FDE
In this section we present Runge-Kutta method for solving (1) by the generalized characterization theorem. Here we state the existence theorem for FDE:
Theorem 4.1.
Under appropriate conditions, the FIVP (1) considered under generalized differentiability has locally two solutions, and the successive iterations Proof. The authors of [21] proved for (1)-differentiability. The result for (2)-differentiability is obtained in [6] .
Based on the generalized characterization theorem, we replace the fuzzy differential equation with its equivalent system and then, for approximating the two fuzzy solutions, we solve numerically two ODE systems which consist of four classic ordinary differential equations with initial conditions. Now we extend Runge-Kutta method in [7] for finding two fuzzy solutions of FDEs under generalized differentiability.We consider the partition for interval [ 0 , ] (2) and (3) is obtained as follows: 
Lemma 4.2. [17] let the sequences of numbers   0
for some given positive constants A and B , and denote ,0
The following theorem shows that the generalized Runge-Kutta approximation pointwise converge to the exact solutions. Let ( , , ) and ( , , ) be the functions and of equations (2) 
n n n n nn nn nn 
Then by Lemma 4.2 we have: 
31 . where ( ) is the number of radionuclides present in a given radioactive material, is the decay constant and 0 is the initial number of radionuclides. In the model, uncertainty is introduced if we have uncertain information on the initial value 0 of radionuclides present in the material. Note that the phenomenon of nuclear disintegration is considered a stochastic process, uncertainty being introducedby the lack of information on the radioactive material under study. In order to take into account the uncertainty we consider 0 to be a fuzzy number. A comparison between the exact and the approximate solutions at = 0.1and the error of generalized Runge-Kutta and Euler method is shown in the following tables and figures 1 and 2. Now, if consider the same differential equation under Hukuhara differentiability, then the (1)-solution(it exists and unique by theorems in [21] ) has an increasing length of its support, which leads us to the conclusion that there is a possibility that the radioactivity of the system increases as time goes on and even a non-zero possibility that it is negative! Fortunately, the real situation is different, and the radioactivity of a material always decreases with time and it cannot be negative. Then we conclude that the second solution is more efficient than the first one and (2)-solution models the radioactive decay better. This is an advantage of the generalized differentiability that allows us to select better solution.
Also,by comparison the errors of generalized Runge-Kutta and Euler methods in tables 1 and 2 we observe that the error of generalized Runge-Kutta method less than the generalized Euler method. That is the generalized Runge-Kutta method is better than generalized Euler method.
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